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Towards an integrative and comprehensive standard for 
meta-omics data of collection objects 

With the advent of advanced molecular techniques and methods, a new era for analyzing and characterizing historic collection specimens, as well as freshly collected environmental sam-
ples has started. Sequencing (nucleic acids, proteins) based analyses allow for the recognition of identity, provenance, and even the physiological status of a given object or organism. The 
fact that microbial organisms can colonize virtually any substrate makes their composition a valuable marker for any kind of deposited dead, deep-frozen or living collection objects. It is 
of highest importance, to elaborating a standard (schema and vocabulary) for the assignment of any kind of metagenome, metatranscriptome, metaproteome, and metametabolome data 
to reference samples in natural history and living culture collections. Such Meta-Omics Data (MOD) from analyses, referenced by environmental samples, are necessary for (a) basic re-
search on biodiversity and functional diversity of microbial communities, (b) applied research, e.g. environmental control projects, biotechnology, diagnostics, and monitoring projects.

The aim of MOD-CO (http://www.mod-co.net) is to select and categorize relevant descriptors from a wide range of analysis protocols, and to set up a standard that avoids structural redun-
dancy. The concept is product-oriented, hierarchical, and based on elementary processes. The MOD-CO schema consequently focuses on the description of every individual intermediate of 
work- and data flows: It describes all relevant procedural steps of an intermediate since the establishment of the preceding one (‘retrospective view’). The schema will be published and imple-
mented in the relational database application DiversityDescriptions with a generalized data model. All data elements will be organized as descriptors, their dependencies and descriptor trees.
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The MOD-CO schema examplified by a partial sequence of data records, describing related intermediate products, i.e. phy-
sical units, from a DNA isolate to a PCR product. [Measurement procedures and corresponding digital units, i.e. data 
and information, also being considered in the schema, are not exemplified for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility.]
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Level 0 schema descriptors and their descriptor states 
of a total of actually 180 existing descriptors with 600 
states with data type and content definitions. [The fina-
lised version of the schema is likely to comprise about 
200 descriptors with ca. 800 states at five levels (0-4)]. 


